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A series of nanoindentation tests at different

constant indentation strain rates (CSR) were carried

out and corresponding mechanical parameters

determined by the Oliver-Pharr approach.

Since glassy polymers exhibit time-dependent

yielding and knowing that hardness is directly

related to yield stress, an increasing trend in

indentation hardness with increasing strain rate was

expected. Conversely, experimental results show

the opposite trend.

In order to elucidate the cause of such apparent

physically inconsistent results, finite element

simulations experiments were performed. A nine-

parameter elastic visco-plastic constitutive model

was calibrated from uniaxial stress-strain data

available in literature.

Overall, good agreement between experimental

and simulated stress–strain curves is observed

except for the highly non-linear behavior that

anticipates the extrinsic yield point. The advantage

of the selected model relies on that every of the 9

constitutive parameters are directly related to a

specific characteristic of the stress-strain behavior,

so that parameter identification could be done

almost unambiguously.

The nanoindentation response of the RTM6 epoxy

polymer was simulated emulating physical

experiments. As the indentation strain rate

increases, the penetration depth achieved at the

end of loading step decreases and the maximum

penetration depth at the end of the load-hold

stage increases.

It appears that inconsistencies in indentation

strain rate trends are due to the intrinsic visco-

plastic nature of epoxy resin and not to spurious

displacements measurements arisen from thermal

drift effects.

RTM6 epoxy is more susceptible to creep during

the dwell period at higher strain rates.

Consequently, the direct application of Oliver-

Pharr approach based on the analysis of

unloading part of the P-h curve led to an

abnormal trend of nano-mechanical properties

with strain rate. This tendency jumps up from the

intrinsic visco-plastic nature of polymers opposite

to Oliver-Pharr approach which assumes ideal

elasto-plastic behavior.

Our results undermine the appropriateness of

Oliver-Pharr approach to investigate time-

dependent properties like indentation hardness in

glassy polymers.

A simple, but suitable approach accounting for

elasto-visco-plastic behavior and hydrostatic

pressure dependency is still lacking.
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Value 2.89 0.4 121.99 29.9 0.25 0.12 0.4 1.36 0.66 
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